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Abstract
This essay examines local and international Christian efforts on Mount Kilimanjaro to educate
children. A prevailing idea among people who live on the mountain is that children engender
trust and trade. This idea is illuminated through the adage 'Take the gift of my child and return
something to me' and is embedded in the concept of Chagga trust. The latter is both an ethical mode and a social entity. Local ideas of children and trust partly overlap with but also differ from American evangelical missionaries' views of children as needing to be safeguarded.
Analysis of differences reveals that while religious missions have long played a role in providing
education, the dynamics of privatization have changed the manner in which local leaders and
international missionaries interact. Previous interactions were regular and routine; today's are
fewer, more contractual, and more formalized. The analysis presented here broadens and qualifies existing research that simply states that evangelicalism and the privatization of education
helps the poor.
Keywords
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In a matter of months, American-funded contractors built a Christian orphanage at the foot of Mount Kilimanjaro. Only a year before its completion, village
children had worked with their mothers to cultivate maize on these lands. On
weekday mornings and afternoons children would walk to and from school
across the field where the orphanage now stood. They might observe the
orphanage gate open to permit a handful of village women to sell eggs and
meat, or occasionally they might see orphanage students bused out for medical
visits or field trips. Seldom if at all would village children encounter orphanage
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Students one-on-one. Although of the same age and living practically next door
to one another, the children were on separate life paths.
Drawing on field research conducted in 201Ü (observations at the orphanage,
informal interviews with American directors, and discussions with orphanage
staff and teachers) and on participant observation and interviews conducted
intermittently across two decades with village teachers, children, parents, and
elders, this paper explores villagers' and American evangelicals' different conceptions of children's education. A prevailing idea about children on Mount
Kilimanjaro is that they engender and mediate trust and trade. A locally familiar saying states 'Take the gift of my child and return something to me'. Author
and historian Danieli J. Lyatuu paraphrases this proverb as meaning 'When
you are given a basket, put something in return into the basket to show your
thankfulness' (2008, 45). He offers his book Watch Your Steps! Proverbs from
Kilimanjaro as a gift in return for his own education. Having studied abroad,
Lyatuu thanks 'many friends who kept telling me to put into writing a number
of proverbs and sayings' and he offers the book 'to children and grandchildren'
living on Kilimanjaro.
Children living and studying at the orphanage do not read Lyatuu's book.
Instead, they read Aesop's fables and stories that missionaries describe as 'classical and Christian'. Although Lyatuu is an ordained Lutheran pastor, these
missionaries regard his work as unfit. Why? The answers have to do with different understandings of the social purposes and value of education in an era of
liberalization. Villagers describe their decisions to educate children as a matter of using schooling to expand and revitalize social and economic networks.
In contrast, American evangelical missionaries describe education as a matter
of preparing children to leave the community—a perspective that, as some
villagers see it, is more about 'taking a gift' than 'returning something to me'.
Analysis of this difference illuminates divergent perspectives on children's
contributions to the cultural economy of capitalist networks. Although children's social movements in recent years have narrowed as business relations
and market com|)etition on the mountain have intensified, children continue
to be regarded as 'gifts' and as resources to be gained as well as to be given.
In contrast, missionaries describe children as needing information and basic
knowledge in order to break free from the past and from poverty. They see
their job as one of protecting children from unhealthy environments that stunt
children's moral growth and curtail their economic opportunities.
In part, these different ideas reflect different emphases on whether education is about the accumulation of facts and figures or about the composition
and constitution of knowledge. Historically and culturally in this part of Africa,
persons or groups who wield authority over others, such as children, do so as a
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function of the wealth that authorities' charges themselves embody. Guyer and
Belinga (1995) call this model one of'wealth in people as wealth in knowledge',
and they differentiate it from a colonialist and bureaucratic form of authority
that values accumulation of wealth in the numeric sense. Wealth in people
emphasizes generative dynamics of composition, associated with cultivation and creativity. It also captures the idea that knowledge can be a personal
attribute. It can be stored in things as well as people, and it can be transmitted
inter-generationally as a quality of character.
Africanist literature on children and childhood engages productively with
this concept. Lynn Thomas (2003) applies the central Kenyan axiom 'People
are wealth' {antu ni utonga) to analyze Kenyans' reformulation of colonial
efforts to control reproduction and childbearing. Karen Porter (2004) and Marida Hollos (2002) use it to describe population and economic changes among
people living in the Pare Mountains of Tanzania. Writing twenty years before
Guyer and Belinga's essay, though later working with Guyer on the concept,
Enid Schildkrout (2002 [1978]) evokes the idea of wealth in children to illustrate children's functional and moral value: children in northern Nigeria sustain the paradoxical independence of Hausa women who abide by purdah. In
this essay we use the concept 'wealth in people' to illustrate differences and
overlaps between villagers' and missionaries' understandings of how children's
education shapes and transforms life on Mount Kilimanjaro, and how American evangelical missionaries' relatively new separationist model of educating
children constitutes a challenge to longstanding conceptions of Chagga trust

Children and Orphans on Mount Kilimanjaro
On Mount Kilimanjaro, the idea of wealth in people is both objectified and
embodied in the manner by which children are morally valued and educated.
As in central Kenya and the Pare Mountains, people living on the mountain
have a strong sense that 'children are wealth' and 'knowledge is wealth'. Indeed,
many use Kiswahili phrases to connote these concepts, which respectively
translate as watoto ni mali and akili ni mali. In equating children and knowledge with wealth, Tanzanians conjoin a moral and material economy. Aspects
of the moral and the material are inseparable in a particular way, including in
the manner they inhere in people by virtue of birth and upbringing yet also
through what people know and do.
In particular, children can be morally cultivated by engaging them in certain activities, as was Baraka whose 'slippery' (i.e., thieving) hands in the early
2000s were made busy through farming and goat-herding; and when Elly, a
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primary schoolgirl accused of'blowing powders' (malevolent medicines) in the
early 1990s, was given extra schoolwork and made to stay home. Often freer
than adults to cross social domains between men and women, wealthy and
poor, old and young, yet potentially all the more ««trustworthy for their freedom of movement, children can be used to bridge social differences and to
advance negotiations. Children carry messages, have the right to wander in
and out of homes (at least until about the age of seven), and may live in different places during their lives. Fostered children may be sent to relatives (a
father's male cousin, an uncle, grandparents, relatives within the immediate or
extended patriline), or sometimes to neighbors or acquaintances living farther
away. Kinship and acquaintance fostering may involve the host family paying
the child's school fees. Crisis fostering, upon the death or divorce of parents,
may occur at any time, though children without biological parents are hardly
considered |)arentless.
Extended family, including mothers' sisters and fathers' brothers, take
care of or|)haned children. A child whose biological parents pass away could
conventionally be cared for by (in rough order of priority) fathers' brothers,
fathers' sisters, mothers' brothers, or mothers' sisters, or by paternal or maternal grandparents if still surviving. This general approach to adoption is well
known throughout much of eastern, central, western, and southern Africa (see,
for example, Alber 2004; Lancy 2009; Talle 2004). Indeed, transfer and adoption
of children strengthens relationships between different social groups (Alber
2004; Moore 1986). If two families quarrel, a child may be fostered or 'loaned'
as a form of apology. On a larger scale, particularly in the past, children could
be used as pledges for debts. Even more recently, and even to the present, they
may be used to fete or sing for visitors, officials, or even political candidates,
and in so doing demonstrate the villagers' support.
Today poor households rely on children's labor to cultivate maize on lowland farms, the profit from which may be invested in children's education.
Others rely on children to work in shops or in the biweekly market. Children
can be dispatched to check competitors' prices or to broker new partnerships.
They might be sent (kutumwa) to deliver a handwritten message when a text
or email is impossible or undesirable, or they may be asked to copy product
names and take inventory of others' stock. All of these activities attest to children's responsibility. Growing up is not a matter of transitioning from unproductive child to productive adult, but of expanding children's abilities to secure
relationships across domains. People are valuable, especially powerless people
like children who may be used to interact with others; they are essential to the
building up and breaking down of trust and trade.
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Chagga Trust
One mode or ethic through which lineages and households operate is referred
to among villagers as the 'Chagga Trust'. Established to maintain collective
control over local decisions and coffee proceeds, the Chagga Trust is both an
idea and an entity. It applies as much to business transactions as to the care
and education of children. Regarding business, Chagga Trust members buy,
sell, and invest semicompetitively within the group. They mobilize close-knit
social ties that keep economic wealth circulating among family and friends
(Moore 1996; Stahl 1967). The Chagga Trust as local entity holds that enterprise
both needs—and reveals—the blessings of God, whom communities refer to
in the vernacular as Iruwa.
The history of the Chagga Trust is more complicated than can be described
here, but briefly, it emerged in the context of villagers' desires to form economic cooperatives during the colonial era in order to control agricultural
trade, particularly coffee. In the 1950s the work of the Trust morphed into that
of the Chagga Council, a political-administrative system with local leadership
that sought to represent mountainwide interests (Marealle 1957). Through the
late 1950s British forces both supported locally run village schools and sought
to hold the growing power of educated Chagga in check. Children of chiefs
were sent to boarding schools where they were educated for the civil service.
Villagers sent their children to independent local schools, many of them run
by Chagga churches. Although the Chagga Council was disbanded shortly
after independence (1961) in an effort by the postcolonial government to suppress ethnic identity as a factor influencing national politics (Samoff 1974), the
Council and its precursor, the Chagga Trust, remain both a loose social ideal
and an ad hoc network.
Today the Trust has become a nascent ethical disposition. Many who identify with its legacy went to school together in the 1950s and 1960s. Their children may socialize, attend the same schools, or even celebrated weddings and
rites-of-passage together. The Chagga Trust has also become a social forum
within which friends and business partners exchange advice. For example,
former Trust members' extended, younger kin and their friends sometimes
meet at local eating venues. Over lunch, they brainstorm solutions to new and
trenchant problems. The formal Trust is not mobilized in their work, but principles of cooperation and mutuality are in place.
At one of those lunches in 2010, a local teacher, well versed in regional history, reflected on the meaning of a handwritten sign taped to the office door
of a locally owned but internationally far-reaching business. In capital letters.
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it read, 'What makes economic systems work by and large is trust'. Here 'trust',
he affirmed, invoked an ethical mode of fair trade by which local economic
networks operate. According to the teacher and to a Tanzanian pastor who
had joined the conversation, trust was a concept that bound villagers together
in their decision to lease and reinvest profits from land, and a local ethic of
ukoo (lineality) and urithi (inheritance) linked this trust to collective efforts to
advance development.
Secondary schools built in the 1990s and vocational-technical colleges cropping up more recently are examples of projects imbued with trust, as are relatively new village-based preschools and kindergartens that some women run
from their homes. Such trust also informs microlending schemes that seed
fund new businesses, an example of which was a proposed project in 2010 to
package and sell international-quality herbal medicines to European dispensaries. It also informs business partnerships, some of which are formed by children. For example, using seed money they earn from running errands, children
as young as the age of eleven or twelve begin to form partnerships, evidence of
which is visible in the number of primary school leavers and dropouts (particularly boys) who work together selling items on the streets in Moshi town.
Although intra-Chagga trust appears unified, fissures are a part of it Again,
children indicate degrees of trust and may themselves be untrustworthy. As a
passing remark, villagers may say, 'This child has a hand', meaning 'this child
is a thief. Or 'If you despise a child, she or he will destroy you', meaning children have a way of acting on others' feelings. Baraka, mentioned above, was
known as such a clever child {mjanja). He was 'able to slip in through semiopen windows' and wreak havoc on households at night—disturbing people,
eitherfigurativelyor literally, by brushing past them 'like the wind' (upepo, also
meaning a quality of spirit). Baraka's name, which means blessing in Kiswahili,
seemed not to embody his quality of character unless one were to see a sort of
blessing in his uniqueness. Sadly, Baraka died of malaria in 2002, and villagers
did indeed remember him at his funeral as a child who was clever and smart,
wise and knowing beyond his age.'
Changes in degrees of trust are also evident at the broader social-structural
level, including in new alliances among business partners and in village celebrations. For instance, the week before the above-noted lunch conversation
about the Chagga Trust occurred, the teacher's neighbor, an old man in the
village, had passed away and was buried. Most villagers attended the funeral.
Such rites of intensification are occasions to renew relations of trust and
trade; however, at this event there was also indication of a growing faction.
Toward the end of the day a large meal was served. Women and men sat on
long benches, separate from one another. Children sat on the grass, and the
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deceased's sisters' and sisters-in-law's children, as well as some close neighbor women, prepared and served special foods (spiced rice and thick banana
stew). Everyone was socially connected in some way through the life of the
deceased, yet a social tension strained the group that was perhaps best seen in
the women's cooking.
Some women had brought their own dishes, spoons, and cooking pots. They
did not wish to use those that Christian family members or neighbors had
perhaps used for cooking pork. Muslim girls served food to Muslim elders, a
practice that was, in the grand scheme of things, new. Beginning around the
late 1990s, Muslims and Christians started to distinguish themselves socially at
celebrations. Circles of inclusion began to be more narrowly and specifically
drawn: around more immediate kin and neighbors, along lines of religious
affiliation that began to align with political parties, and in relation to whose
children or parents had schooled or lived with whom.
As social events became more circumscribed, so too did local enterprise.
Business groups, some loosely connected with old chieftancies and lineages,
largely called only on children in their immediate community, not on the wider
social field. For instance, a village medical clinic that had been headed by a
Muslim and Christian working as partners since at least the 1990s was restaffed
by 2010, with Christians and Muslims working separately and children treated
in different facilities. Children who used to run errands for the clinicians and
who had been called on indiscriminately from the village in prior years now
came from either the Christian clinician's or the Muslim clinician's circle of
trusted famihes and friends. The medical clinicians were themselves related
through a common great uncle, a Muslim man whose wife had been baptized
as a Christian. In the 1990s, their own children had attended school together
but now, twenty years later, their children's children were schooled separately
and these clinicians worked at separate facilities.
Village fundraising projects also became more private and socially circumscribed matters. For example, a group of Chagga leaders who had been
confirmed in i960 as children hosted an event one Sunday afternoon in 2010.
After church they auctioned chicken and eggs and other small tokens of their
otherwise considerable financial wealth to raise funds for the local primary
school. Many had taken a leadership role in building new schools in the village and developing youth school-to-work projects in the community. In many
ways, this group epitomized an enduring, cross-generational aspect of the
Chagga Trust; they cultivated wealth in people by investing in children. Yet the
high-level business relationships many had established across the community
In previous years had waned, even as relations among themselves had deepened. Whereas twenty years ago fundraising events were generally panvillage
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affairs involving rich and poor, Muslims and Christians, here the event was
held on Sunday after church, drawing largely on a subsection of the community. Moreover, whereas these leaders' children had gone to school together
and had literally celebrated Eid al Fitr and Christmas twenty years ago in one
another's houses, today the social circles of these families were increasingly
separate, private, and religiously defined. Some, including Chagga Lutherans
in this group, felt the new orphanage had deepened these divisions.

The Orphanage
Built in 2007, Neema Orphanage stands on a parcel collectively owned by village elders. A group of senior Chagga pooled their resources and leased the
land to an American religious non-profit organization. Village leaders, many of
whom own businesses in both rural and urban areas, manage proceeds from
the lease. Profits are invested in village schools (both public and private) and in
helping to finance locally owned businesses. Many families who lease the land
are linked through marriage and share a long history of involvement through
the church. Mostly of commoner rather than chiefly descent, their grandparents
and great grandparents were among the first converts to Lutheranism. Several
are partners in successful national and international companies, including
coffee, tourism, and service industries. Several maintain national and international networks, mainly through Lutheran and other Christian agencies.
Notwithstanding their strong affinity with evangelical American missionaries via fellow feelings for Christianity and capitalism, some of these village
leaders suggest that they are less sure or aware of what these American missionaries are involved in than they had been with missionaries in the past.
German Leipzig Lutherans, they say, 'lived among us and taught our children'.
Leipzig Lutherans had evangelized on the mountain from 1893-1920 and again
after 1923 until the outbreak of the Second World War. Although oral history
collected in the early 1970s documents that Chagga protested Leipzig Lutherans' efforts to preserve Chagga traditions for reasons that German obsession with African 'folk culture' thwarted Chagga development (Rogers 1972),
Chagga today generally remember 'Leipzigers' favorably, particularly in regard
to their building of schools and hospitals and their interest in documenting
Chagga culture, language, and history. Likewise, many remember American
Augustana and American evangelical Lutherans favorably (the former evangelized from 1920-1923 and the latter from 1945 through the 1960s), though to
be sure perceptions of the past are often tinged with more than a small dose
of nostalgia. Nonetheless, many villagers recall that Augustana Lutherans
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defended Chagga desires to modernize while American evangelical Lutherans
supported Chagga efforts to gain administrative-political independence.
To put contemporary sentiments in the form of this essay's title, today's village leaders by and large remember both German and American Lutheran missionaries as having 'returned something' to the village while the work of these
evangelical American missionaries is seen as largely invisible. "We don't see
them in the village, they do all of their work in town', reported a village man
who lived within one kilometer of the orphanage. For him, the private, uniformed security guards who patrolled the orphanage perimeter epitomized the
non-engagement and separateness of these present-day missionaries. Indeed,
professional employees (not from the village) staffed the gates, drove regularly
around the twelve-foot-high orphanage walls, and announced all guests to the
missionaries.
But what about these missionaries' views? How do they regard their work in
connection with villagers' interests? Although complex, two points stand out:
first, that these missionaries draw on what they call an 'international business'
perspective to engage with the villagers; and second, that the business perspectives they employ are facilitated by technology. Inspecting classrooms one day
in 2010, an American missionary who was new to the orphanage described the
work of evangelical missions as more transparent and less deceptive than ever
before. By this she meant that missionaries today did not 'lure' people to the
church or orphanage as denominational missionaries had done previously, but
presented villagers, up front and openly, with services under contract, such as
those provided at this orphanage. Villagers knew exactly what they would get,
how much the rent would be, and what the term of the lease and other contracts would be. These missionaries kept records, posted payments, efforts, and
plans online internally, and made records available to their board of directors,
on which sat senior villagers and Americans. Such practices, this missionary
submitted, were in keeping with international norms and rule of law. Indeed,
her words resonated with what a former American evangelical missionary to
East Africa had written several years ago, that 'the development of globalized
missions reflects what is happening in international business', that is, that the
'world is rapidly [being] reduced to a global village by advances in communications and technology (Van Rheenen 1996,189).
By operating through contracts, hiring security professionals and certified teachers, and renting the land through deed rather than on an informal
basis, missionaries self-reflect that they and others have a means of recording,
reviewing, evaluating, and surveying what they do. They also have a means
of defending and protecting their interests, including their interests in caring
for others' children. All ofthe missionaries seem to take this charge seriously.
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and indeed treat children with a degree of care and special attention beyond
the ways children are generally treated (as instruments, not vessels) in the village. One of the greatest challenges evangelical missionaries seem to face, they
said, was keeping poverty, ignorance, and superstition at bay. In contrast to
Tanzanians, who desire that the orphanage should develop wealth in children
and build new forms of trust and trade in a way that move and circulate children, evangelical missionaries present the orphanage as an institution through
which students can be buffered from the ignorance, disease, and poverty
around them. Technology is instrumental here.
Unlike the vast majority of houses in the village, the orphanage is supplied
with running water and electricity. Satellite dishes and wireless technology
enable students and teachers to communicate internationally. Although missionaries limit students' computer access, they regard computers as valuable
means for connecting students to a larger, specifically global Christian community. As the first director put it, this community is transnational and future
oriented. Indeed, she echoes a larger regional evangelical project to expand
global Christianity in the form of educating 'God-fearing citizens of tomorrow'
(see Stambach 2010). Such a future orientation is also evident in the way the
first director described students' health care. None of the sixty-plus children
at the orphanage, she said, were HIV-positive—the significance of which was
made clear in her tone and mannerisms that this orphanage was not a hospice,
not a charity. Instead, it was an investment in the future—a project intended
to reap dividends.
For missionaries, then, educating children is a way of saving them from
poverty, ignorance, ill health, and superstition. As they described it, orphanage schooling is not 'subtractive'—not a matter of taking children from
'their culture'—but of rereading and representing local practices in Christcentered ways.

Missionaries' Teaching Materials and Philosophy
Over tea one evening we learned that missionaries sought to provide a Christcentered education that built on local traditions. The director felt that there
were not enough textbooks or teaching materials from which the orphans
could learn; the orphanage's sponsoring American NGO was thus in the process of developing its own course materials. A publisher in Texas had been commissioned to develop textbooks for all of the NGO's half-dozen Africa-based
orphanages. The problem with existing materials, the director indicated, was
that most were published in Kiswahili—not a language that would enable
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Students to connect with a global economy—and were of poor quality. 'We
teach the students about their culture', this director said, referring to the stories the teachers narrated during story time to the children, yet she noted that
the national language, Kiswahili, was not a 'global business language' and that
some of the local lessons embedded in the traditional stories were 'inappropriate' for young Christians.
One story that did not meet her approval concerned Kibo and Mawenzi—
the two main peaks on top of the mountain—that earlier missionaries had
transformed into a now well-known allegory about the virtues of good communication and sharing. The two peaks are sisters; Kibo is kind, Mawenzi greedy.
After Mawenzi asks Kibo a third time for food, Kibo beats Mawenzi on her
head; this is why Mawenzi is jagged and rocky while Kibo is covered with snow.
In this director's estimation, the story continued to create unhealthy beliefs
and foster false spirit worship, including that of Kibo. In local dialects Kibo is
considered to be a concentrated 'place of Iruwa', a spiritual deity that older
generations identified with a pervasive vital force (Gutmann 1926; Marealle
1957). Because these missionaries wanted orphanage students to know that
God was not Iruwa and that no old spiritual forces were located on the mountain, this first director refused to teach the story, not even its allegorized form
that appeared in the Tanzanian Ministry-authorized national curriculum. Nor
did she wish to teach students about the history of the lowland farms, where
the orphanage was now located. Stories about lowlands marked with stones
and shrines (Stahl 1964) or of lineages working cooperatively on maize farms
were not part of the school's library. To this director, lowland plains were
'unused land' that was otherwise unproductive.
The classical Christian theme of the curriculum also infused the moral
economy of the orphanage, including the terms by which the first director
conducted her own final project. Before retiring to the United States after
four years of living and working in East Africa, she was planning to sefl her
clothes and use the income to generate orphanage revenue. Few if any people
living on the mountain would ever sell their clothes, though to be sure many
buy and sell 'Good Will clothes' (mitumba) coming from Ulaya, Europe. More
appn)|)riate would be giving personal clothes to friends, not least by following
the moral precept of the oft-used saying: usitupe au kudharau nguoya zamani
kahla hujaona mpya (don't throw away or sell old clothes before you have some
new ones), meaning don't count on a good future prematurely. This saying is
particularly applicable to the situation of a person who is about to travel, like
this director, since travel can be particularly uncertain—'one can leave but
never arrive' (utaenda hutafikd). However, this director's neatly stacked and
]3rice(l wardrobe lying on her dining room table reflected a strong certainty
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about her future. Like the future missionaries that envisioned for the orphan
children, it was stable and within her reach and control, and it reflected
her strong belief in market rationality by which the orphanage, under her
leadership, had been run. Her hope of generating extra revenue revealed a
faith in the hand of expanding markets, though not necessarily in the invisible ethical hand that drove local social relations (Kerner 1988; Phillips and
Stambach 2008; Sanders 2003; Weiss 2011), including the very hand that put
Tanzanian children under the care of these missionaries. That hand, as she and
other missionaries saw it, might be thought to benefit the fortunate few who
helped to organize and build the orphanage, even though landowners' own
self-described labors of love, which they also saw as Christian, were directed
toward more deeply fulfilling their own obligations to neighbors, children, and
close and distant kin.
For the Americans involved in running the orjihanage, trust and transparency were inherent not in kinship and village networks, as they were for local
villagers, but in the market mechanisms through which their religious NGO
had leased the land and hired Tanzanians. Paperwork and signed contracts
established their right to build the orphanage and educate orphan children.
Tanzanian teachers, whom the director referred to as 'our nationals', were
hired on a contractual basis. Compensation was provided in the form of salary
plus board and lodging. A female teacher staffed each dormitory, while male
teachers were provided their own residences. Yet even though contracts and
paperwork regulated business between parties, these contracts did not—at
least not clearly for the Americans—regulate the definition or flow of orphans.
Neither the first director nor the husband-wife team who followed her knew
that some of the children, at least by American standards of biology, did not
meet the international (and Western and American) legal definition of being
an orphan. Some children at the orphanage had a parent or two still living.

Clifii, Ima, and 'One of Our Tanzanian Nationals'
Two such children were the brothers Clifu and Ima, both from the village. One
day Ima was spotted in the village when he should have been at school. 'Or
was it Ima? Maybe it was Clifu', a group of villagers said. One or the other of
these brothers was enrolled as an orphanage day-schooler, the other went to
the local primary school where teachers remarked that he read particularly
well compared to his village peers. But which boy had been truant that day
when he was spotted at a village store? Was anyone missing from the village
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school? Some villagers speculated that Clifu might have attended the orphanage school in Ima's place; a local proverb states Hakuna mtoto wa mbele wala
wa nyuma (There is neither a child in front nor one behind), meaning do not
discriminate among children (Lyatuu 2008,62-63). All should have the chance
to attend the orphanage school even though, as villagers knew, chakula cha
kuomba omba hakiwezi kumkomboa mtoto (begged food cannot heal the child),
meaning that not everyone can get in for free.
'If anyone knows whether Clifu or Ima was absent that day', a young woman
contributed, 'it may be the teacher from this village who works at the orphanage'. That man had been a teacher at the local school. After his wife passed
away, he needed a place to eat and stay, and so took a job teaching at Neema.
He was one of the teachers to whom the missionaries referred to as 'our nationals'. Others agreed, yet in the context of his village life this teacher was very
much a man of the local community—not a 'national' who worked for the
Americans. In response to this suggestion, another villager responded with a
version of the saying 'Mweye hadithi nyingi shamba lake litapotea' (Whoever
tells many stories will lose his fields) (Lyatuu 2008, 84), meaning it is better to
leave well enough alone and not engage in 'market gossip' (umbea wa sokoni).
Seen from an inward-looking American perspective that the orphanage wall
itself may represent, such village-based relations of trust—including trusting
that not all news needs to spread—may appear as a kind of obfuscation. Using
social connections to 'buy into' privilege falls outside the missionaries' ideal
of heljjing poor Tanzanians, all the more so when it is done through churchbased or personal-family relations. American missionaries associated with this
orphanage considered such a form of insider maneuvering to be nepotistic
and immoral. They held a specific view of orphans as persons without family,
without wealth and lacking opportunity. Put another way, some of the traditions these American missionaries considered unacceptable—including child
fosterage—were, ironically, some of the very qualities of the older Chagga
Trust that brought children to the orphanage and connected them with the
village. Conceivably, American evangelicals' impressions of local decisions as
unethically opportunistic might have faded as the missionaries familiarized
themselves with local practices, but as the villagers said, unlike previous missionaries these non-denominational evangelical Americans tended to confine
themselves to the orphanage. To them Clifu and Ima were thus interchangeable in that one or the other, indeed both, represented the generically poor and
culturally deficient children from the village. From the villagers' view, however, both Clifu and Ima circulated in and out of the orphanage school and in
doing so 'returned something' to the community.
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The Spirit of Capitalism
What old and new relationships does this American-run orphanage embed?
How are children—as both social agents and figurative forms of adults'
aspirations—drawn into the operations of this institution? Answers have partly
to do with ethical modalities that convert social action into material form,
including with how children's wealth and knowledge are seen as social investment. On Kilimanjaro, missionaries with the orphanage sought to advance
development by teaching and helping the poor. Different from villagers' views
of children as generating wealth by circulating among people, evangelical
American missionaries saw'parentless' children as lacking liberty, opportunity,
and basic resources. For evangelical missionaries children have the right—
particularly the economic right—to participate in a global economy. To become
educated persons, children need to develop a set of skills, including mastery of
English and of new forms of technology. However, villagers' sense of the spirit
of capitalism appears to be different—though this is not to say that they do not
also wish to 'develop' children and send them away. 'The dog always returns
home to die', people say, meaning properly socialized children will instinctively
claim and carry on their wealth and inheritance. Villagers recognize that children's potentially destructive spirit also embodies their creativity.^
Village leaders who trace ties to the Trust draw on these ethics in leasing
lowlands. Certain elements of their work resonate with those of the Americans as well as with previous generations of missionaries. However, as Ngwane
(2004) illustrates of missions in South Africa, today the orphanage and markets
are not foreign institutions but part of a single, interconnected world, albeit
a world experienced differently by various people. For at least the past three
generations living within a market-capital economy has been part of the villagers' experience—though to be sure this experience varies by generation,
gender, and other markers of difference. Likewise, going to church and school
have long linked local communities to global networks, contra recent writing
that suggests that evangelicalism has only recently opened Africa to 'a wider
world' (Shah and Shah 2010,73). Instead, what is novel about today's domain is
that a gap has arisen between villagers and American evangelical missionaries,
the latter of whom, in non-denominational form, take a more restricted view
of children than either these villagers or (at least as villagers remember it) that
of past missionaries. Today's missionaries promote philanthropic giving (for
example, through student artwork sales to American congregations) and seek
to detraditionalize local stories so as to provide children with a Christian education. In turn, village leaders seek to maximize market-capital investment in
all aspects ofthe orphanage while retaining control ofthe moral education of
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their children through, in part, blurring the boundary of village and orphanageschool, hence Clifu's and Ima's—indeed, villagers'—wiliness in remaining
vague about who exactly is parentless and attending the orphanage.
In both scenarios, notwithstanding differences, a common point appears:
missionaries' ethos of separatism and contractual formality enables mainly
educated, generally wealthy villagers to interact with them. Village leaders'
ethos of trust and reliance reinforces their own social advantage (nafuu). Yet
as older villagers learned from their elders, and as they may or may not pass on
to their own children, 'today it is you, tomorrow someone else. The power you
have been given stays with you just for some time. Use your position sensibly,
since you know that it doesn't last' (Lyatuu 2008,106).
In other words, religious groups' work at this orphanage illustrates that
though the domain of religion transforms material wealth (land, children, textbooks, clothes) into ethical action, it also hides or appears to neutralize ethical
differences that inform unequal practices. Chagga elders' sale of land further
reproduces social distinctions among Chagga villagers. Likewise, the Americans' walled orphanage obstructs a view (literally and socially) of the way in
which they negatively value the social networks from which the orphans (and
Chagga teachers and contractors) are drawn. American missionaries' work at
the orphanage thus departs from the forms of ethics by which local leaders
and villagers have long lived. Put another way, American evangelicals' kinless
approach is at odds with villagers' sociality.

Conclusion
In the end, what do these old and new relationships signify? How, if at all, was
the once formally constituted Chagga Trust reformulated in the orphanage?
The answers lie in understanding how a particular religiously motivated group
of evangelical American missionaries moved into the spaces of an unemployable population and cash-strapped economy and used children's education
as a means of meeting another set of actors' concerns. While religious organizations have long played a role in providing education in colonial and postcolonial settings, in this case the dynamics of liberalization and privatization
have changed the manner in which village leaders and American missionaries
interact. Previous interactions were regular and routine; today's are fewer and
more formalized. While the ethnographic material presented here explores
questions of trade and trust with respect to the way children's education and
needs or roles are conceptualized, the case illustrates how a common ground
of religious education rests on different ideas about trust and religiosity.
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The growing gap between northern Tanzanian and American religious
groups may reflect a contemporary spirit of neoliberalism. The walls of the
orphanage and village leaders' consent to sell land suggest a contemporary
ethic of contractualism. It remains to be seen whether this immediate ethic will
inform a longer-term project of global Christianity, as the missionaries hope, or
will sustain returns on children as investments who travel but stay invested in
the local economy, as many villagers and leaders wish. More immediate is the
picture that children's education is a rich domain for making visible new political, economic, and social conditions that have come to shape trust and trade.
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Notes
1. Sayings about 'hands' and 'thieves' also apply to adults. 'Don't eat together with a
goat which is craving salt' (Lyatuu 2008, 75) might be used to mean choose trade partners,
friends, and foster parents carefully (a goat eating salt may be a thief ); and 'The dog doesn't
steal at home' (46) warns people of all ages not to steal from family members.
2. Lyatuu recounts, 'Rather than giving birth to a fool, it is better to give birth to a trickster or swindler' [Kutiko kumzaa mpumbavu, heri humzaa mjanja au mwenye hita) (2008,56),
a saying that captures well the idea that wealth in children as wealth in knowledge involves
harnessing children's abilities to destroy as well as to re-create.
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